Book Presentation

“Reconciliation and Social Healing in Afghanistan”
Lessons to learn from History?

by

Heela Najibullah

In her recently published book *Reconciliation and Social Healing in Afghanistan. A Transrational and Elicitive Analysis towards Transformation* (Springer 2016) Heela Najibullah highlights two Afghan governments’ reconciliation processes in 1986 and 2010 and underlines the political events that shaped the 1986 National Reconciliation Policy. The author points out the historical and geopolitical patterns indicating regional and global stakeholders involvement in Afghan politics. Social healing through a middle-out approach is the missing and yet crucial component to achieve sustainable reconciliation in Afghanistan.

Heela Najibullah holds a MAS in Peace & Conflict Transformation, World Peace Academy, Basel, Switzerland and a BA in International Relations. Since 2008 she has worked as a Consultant and Senior Technical Support Officer at IFRC (International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies).

Venue: Invalidenstraße 118, R 507

Time: Wednesday, 15 February, 6 p.m.

The lecture is designed for students and the interested public. Guests welcome.